INTRODUCTION
To develope an ultra-low NOx emission combustor for next generation gas turbine, lots of concepts are under study. Water injection, which was regarded as an impractical way, is being proposed again. It is clear that NOx formation rate is highly dependent on the flame temperature.
A decrease in flame temperature will reduce the formation of NO. In this study, water injection is modeled using the KIVA-II 1 CFD code for a staged turbine combustor (STC). This approach offers more insight into the physics of the flow and the The STC under study consists of a rich-burn (R_B) zone and a lean-burn (LB) zone. These two zones are connected by a quick-quench (QQ) section, see Fig.1 . An air assist fuel nozzle is located at the inlet of the RB zone. This nozzle has two fuel injection passages and four air flow passages.
The van angle of the middle, outer, and dome air flow passages are 61.3°, 60.20 ' and 60.2°, respectively (Fig.2) . Detail of the operating condition will be given later. This study is concentrated on the RB section, which is critical to the performance of combustor.
Literature
review showed that the water injection method is still in use widely in industrial stationary gas turbine 2. For the aircraft engine, some experimental studies were done in the early 70s 3'4. where W is the mean axial velocity at the inlet. These conditions are similar to the operating conditions encountered in the advanced combustion systems.
The inlet boundary conditions are the specification of the density (calculated from the temperature and pressure given above) and W (from the mass flow rates and flow areas given above). The radial velocity was set so that the inlet flow is tangential to the flow passages. The exit boundary condition is to specify the pressure. The combustor walls are assumed to be adiabatic.
Water is injected at locations (Nl, N2, N3 and N4 in Fig.2 turned off. Inthecurrent work, water isinjected directly tothe RB primaryzone. Numerical experiments showthat, first, nofueldroplets arefound intheprimary zone after the steadyoperation statehasbeenachieved. All droplets havevaporized before coming to theprimary zone. Second, thewater droplets arevaporizing sofast thatmost ofthemcanonlystayin theliquidphase for about 1-3timesteps (about 10 .6second). Accordingly, thedroplet transportation behavior canbeignored. Due totwodifferent liquid(water andfuel)source terms in the governing partial differential equations, thecode needs amuch smaller time step sizeforstability. A twoorder-of-magnitude timestep size reduction is usually needed for simulation with water injection included. (1) _2,-)2n
and five kinetic reactions: This model uses propane in the gas phase and Jet-A properties in liquid phase. Two step mechanism (reactions 7 and 8) is applied to the reaction of propane, and extended Zel'dovich NOx formation mechanism (reactions 9-11) is included. If we ignore the chemical mechanism effected by water injection, and only consider the temperature drop due to heat absorbing, one can see that reaction 9 will have the greatest effect due to its largest activation energy. The model does not include reactions directly between water and CO or NO.
But, (1) higher concentration of water will increase CO, formation speed at reaction 8, since H20 has included in K/; (2) CO oxidation reactiont3 also should be concerned:
CO+OH_-._,CO2+H
This may be a direction for updating current kinetic model. Due to the lack of available experimental data, new model will not be available at this time. Afterward, the fuel injection is turned on along with the ignition. Asmentioned, water is notinjected untilthe steady statesolutionis reached. Results of thecase withoutwaterinjection andW/F--O.5 casefor water nozzle located atN3(see Fig.2 ) arecompared inFig.4.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIO_

Without Water Iniection
The left columns of Fig. 4 2. From the fuel and the N2 contour plots and the cross reference with the flow field, it is seen that both fuel and air are diffused into the flame and are following the flow field out side the centerline recirculation zone.
3. N 2, NO contour plots and temperature field comparison indicates that (1) the similarity of highest temperature contour lever A with lowest N 2 contour lever 2 shows the influence of high temperature to N 2 dissociation; C3Hs-"+CO-'-_CO2 in reactions (7) and (8), one can see that more fuel are remain unburned in the water injection case. This is due to less heat being carried by recirculation zone after water injected, thus more difficult to vaporize and ignite fuel.
Concentrations
of N, NO, O, H2, H, N, and OH decrease after water injection, and they are sensitive to the location of water nozzle. This is in good agreement with kinetic theory. At the outlet, W/F = 0.5 could reduce NO emission by about 50%.
Location of noz21e versus NOx emission
References different injector position. Parametric study fordifferent nozzle locations is givenin Table1 withW/F= 0.5. FromFig.6,onecanseethatN2nozzle gives best NO reduction. Parametric study shows theposition of water nozzle will effect thecenter recirculation zone andthe fraction of burning mixture, which iscooled bywater. If water nozzle istooclose totherecirculation zone, it will have larger influence onfuelevaporation andignition. It alsohaslesscooling effect totheconvergence section, where NOhashighest concentration. Ontheother hand, if water nozzle is toofarawayfromtherecirculation zone, less mixture will beinfluenced bywater injection.
Numerical simulation of thewaterinjection in a staged gas turbinecombustor is obtained usinga modified KIVA-H code. Thecode wasmodified toinject two different liquidssimultaneously. It is foundthat center recirculation zone and chemical kinetics are very sensitive to water injection. However, since more fuel is unburned after water has been injected, a complete study of STC is needed before a firm conclusion can be made. The parametric study of different W/F ratio shows more water will reduce more NO but will leave more fuel unburned, the latter may cause soot and affect the lean burn section. Also, the location of water nozzle is critical to the fuel vaporization, ignition, and combustion kinetics. It has considerable influence on the emission. , pp. 33-45, 1975 .
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